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IntroductionIntroduction**
“…adjustment to ostomy can be a 
lengthy  process requiring intense, 
sensitive rehabilitation contingent upon 
a well designed, manufactured and 
implemented pouching system that will 
efficiently, [effectively] and comfortably 
contain the stomal effluent.”
** D’Orazio, ML. Rehabilitation for ostomy patients. In: Cassileth D’Orazio, ML. Rehabilitation for ostomy patients. In: Cassileth C, C, 

ed. The Cancer Patient ed. The Cancer Patient -- Social and Medical aspects of care. Social and Medical aspects of care. 
Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1978: 185Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1978: 185--97.97.
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Prima Facie ArgumentsPrima Facie Arguments--11

•• Ostomy = identity crisis of image and Ostomy = identity crisis of image and 
function.function.

•• Pouch capacity is paramount to all Pouch capacity is paramount to all 
other aesthetic needs.other aesthetic needs.

•• Constraining pouch volume choices Constraining pouch volume choices 
constrains lifestyle functioning.constrains lifestyle functioning.
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Prima Facie ArgumentsPrima Facie Arguments--22

•• Variable ostomy types [outputs] require Variable ostomy types [outputs] require 
pouch choices.pouch choices.

•• Variable body types require pouch Variable body types require pouch 
choices.choices.

•• Variable lifestyle choices/activities require Variable lifestyle choices/activities require 
pouch choices.pouch choices.
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Market Driven Choices Market Driven Choices 
subsumed bysubsumed by

•• Well grounded patient criteria.Well grounded patient criteria.

•• InformedInformed decisions which factor in decisions which factor in 
all prima facie arguments.all prima facie arguments.

•• Fiduciary duty of health Fiduciary duty of health 
practitioners and manufacturers.practitioners and manufacturers.
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A.S.S.A.S.S.©©
The triumvirate The triumvirate 

of good ostomy client careof good ostomy client care

••A A ppliance.ppliance.

••S S kin.kin.

••S S toma.toma.
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Permanent OstomiesPermanent Ostomies
•• Demand lifelong commitment from all Demand lifelong commitment from all 

parties responsible for creation and parties responsible for creation and 
management.management.

•• Given that an ostomy is not normally a Given that an ostomy is not normally a 
lifestyle choice some demands for needs lifestyle choice some demands for needs 
fulfillment are not elastic.fulfillment are not elastic.

•• Fiduciary relationship inherited by all Fiduciary relationship inherited by all 
parties involved in ostomy management.parties involved in ostomy management.
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Appliance Appliance ©©

•• The Three The Three CC requirements:requirements:

––Containment (storage)Containment (storage)

––Control (odor & sound)Control (odor & sound)

––Camouflage (discrete shaping)Camouflage (discrete shaping)
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Appliance Appliance ©©

•• Necessary for incontinent ostomies.Necessary for incontinent ostomies.

•• Functional and aesthetic paradox:Functional and aesthetic paradox:
–– Adjustment reaction (identity crisis of image Adjustment reaction (identity crisis of image 

and function) to ostomy should not be at and function) to ostomy should not be at 
pouch expense.pouch expense.

–– Conundrum satisfying storage and Conundrum satisfying storage and 
appearance goals.appearance goals.

–– Correct tradeoffs are required for clients and Correct tradeoffs are required for clients and 
manufacturers.manufacturers.
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Three Little WordsThree Little Words
(Times Three)(Times Three)

•• Res ipsa loquitorRes ipsa loquitor

•• Margin of SafetyMargin of Safety

•• Choices Satisfy NeedsChoices Satisfy Needs
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Res ipsa loquitorRes ipsa loquitor
(paraphrased)(paraphrased)
The permissible inference that the The permissible inference that the 

manufacturer was negligent in that manufacturer was negligent in that 
the thing speaks for itselfthe thing speaks for itself when the when the 
circumstances are such that circumstances are such that 
ordinarily the ostomy client could ordinarily the ostomy client could 
not have been injured or not have been injured or 
embarrassed had the manufacturer embarrassed had the manufacturer 
not been at fault.not been at fault.
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Margin of SafetyMargin of Safety**
(paraphrased)(paraphrased)
•• Use a pouch where its capacity exceeds Use a pouch where its capacity exceeds 

stomal output volumes without risking stomal output volumes without risking 
imminent disaster, i.e., better more than imminent disaster, i.e., better more than 
less volume capacity.less volume capacity.

•• Use a wafer/adhesive where its wear time Use a wafer/adhesive where its wear time 
exceeds manufacturers’ and your exceeds manufacturers’ and your 
expectations before leakage occurs, i.e., expectations before leakage occurs, i.e., 
better longer than shorter.better longer than shorter.

** Originally, Ben Graham’s profound investment advice about Originally, Ben Graham’s profound investment advice about 
never buying a security unless the price is substantially lower never buying a security unless the price is substantially lower 
than the value.than the value.
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Choices Satisfy NeedsChoices Satisfy Needs
•• One pouch design, size and One pouch design, size and 
shape does not fit all needs shape does not fit all needs 
and circumstances.and circumstances.

•• Variable ostomy outputs Variable ostomy outputs 
demand variable pouch demand variable pouch 
designs, sizes and shapes.designs, sizes and shapes.
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QuestionsQuestions--11

•• Who decides pouching needs?Who decides pouching needs?

•• Manufacturer’s criteria for Manufacturer’s criteria for 
pouching design? pouching design? 

•• Groupthink or informed Groupthink or informed 
understanding?understanding?
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QuestionsQuestions--22

•• Whose selfWhose self--interests are best interests are best 
served?served?

––The patients?The patients?

––The practitioners?The practitioners?

––The companies?The companies?
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Confounded LoyaltiesConfounded Loyalties
•• As ETs have ventured into other areas of As ETs have ventured into other areas of 

practice, their energies, foci and skills for practice, their energies, foci and skills for 
ostomy concerns may have diminished ostomy concerns may have diminished 
somewhat.somewhat.

•• ManufactureManufacture--based ETs, as in house based ETs, as in house 
practitioners, offer both benefit and risk for practitioners, offer both benefit and risk for 
guiding product development and resolving guiding product development and resolving 
client concerns.  Now out of the normal client concerns.  Now out of the normal 
(community) practice setting, the ET vision (community) practice setting, the ET vision 
becomes somewhat skewed in favor of the becomes somewhat skewed in favor of the 
companies’ goals and objectives.companies’ goals and objectives.
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Divining the MarketDivining the Market--11

•• Constants Constants -- prima facie prima facie 
argumentsarguments-- are not market are not market 
driven.driven.

•• Intimate knowledge required.Intimate knowledge required.

•• Self selection biases inherent.Self selection biases inherent.
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Divining the MarketDivining the Market--22

•• Market forces are often Market forces are often 
whimsical.whimsical.

•• Ex ante decisions are risky.Ex ante decisions are risky.

––Law of unintended Law of unintended 
consequencesconsequences
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Marketing WhimsyMarketing Whimsy--11
•• Numbers are quantitative, only.Numbers are quantitative, only.

•• Quality of opinions, which is very difficult to Quality of opinions, which is very difficult to 
calibrate or assess, requires more diligent calibrate or assess, requires more diligent 
and thoughtful elucidation than mere and thoughtful elucidation than mere 
survey.survey.

•• “Interviewing few consumers in great depth “Interviewing few consumers in great depth 
produces vastly more information than produces vastly more information than 
surveying hundreds.” surveying hundreds.” **

*Petzinger, Thomas Jr. The Front Lines. “Gary Klein Studies How *Petzinger, Thomas Jr. The Front Lines. “Gary Klein Studies How 
Our Minds Dictate Those Gut Feelings.” Our Minds Dictate Those Gut Feelings.” Wall Street JournalWall Street Journal
(August 7, 1998): B1.(August 7, 1998): B1.
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Marketing WhimsyMarketing Whimsy--22
•• ““Dominant companies usually don’t Dominant companies usually don’t 

change unless they’re forced to do so.” change unless they’re forced to do so.” **

•• “A new [idea] always needs a champion “A new [idea] always needs a champion 
because it’s so easy to kill ideas.” because it’s so easy to kill ideas.” **

•• Marketing, unfortunately, adheres to Marketing, unfortunately, adheres to 
wellwell--regarded statistical principles such regarded statistical principles such 
as regression to the mean to justify as regression to the mean to justify 
outcomes.outcomes.

* Takahashi, Dean. Technology Column. “Professor’s Idea for Speedy Chip Could Be 
More Than Academic.” Wall Street Journal (August 28, 1998): B1.
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Jelly bean lookJelly bean look
•• Examples of recent pouch convergenceExamples of recent pouch convergence

–– Hollister 361x seriesHollister 361x series

–– Coloplast 252x seriesColoplast 252x series

–– Convatec 1757x seriesConvatec 1757x series

–– Only fractional millimeters difference in size Only fractional millimeters difference in size 
and volume among themand volume among them

•• Looks like groupthink to me!!!Looks like groupthink to me!!!

Area = 232 sq. cm

Vol.. = 625 ml
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Hollister 361x 
before 1997

Pouch body:
overall length (sans 
tailspout) =8.625”

•top third width=5.75”

•middle “ “ = 6.25”

•bottom “ “ =6.50”

•area = 250 sq. cm

•volume = 770 ml

770 ml
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Hollister 361x 
after 1997

Pouch body:
overall length (sans 
tailspout)         = 9”

•top third width=5.50”

•middle “ “      = 5.625”

•bottom “ “      =5.25”

•area = 232 sq. cm

•volume = 625 ml

625 ml
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vs.

770 ml 625 ml
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Questions Affecting Questions Affecting 
Pouch Design ChoicesPouch Design Choices--11
•• How does mirroring competitive How does mirroring competitive 

designs accord a competitive designs accord a competitive 
advantage?advantage?

•• Does shape similarity offer customers Does shape similarity offer customers 
choice or does it deny choice?choice or does it deny choice?

•• Does reduction in shape choices Does reduction in shape choices 
necessarily demand reduction in necessarily demand reduction in 
volume choices?volume choices?
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Questions Affecting Questions Affecting 
Pouch Design ChoicesPouch Design Choices--22

•• What criteria beyond frequency of What criteria beyond frequency of 
recommendations or criticisms recommendations or criticisms 
influence decisions to implement influence decisions to implement 
changes?changes?

•• Whose voice(s) carry weight?Whose voice(s) carry weight?
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Strategies for RedressStrategies for Redress--11

•• Accept that not all ETs or ostomy clients Accept that not all ETs or ostomy clients 
are created equally and prestigious are created equally and prestigious 
affiliations do not necessarily make for affiliations do not necessarily make for 
prestigious insights.prestigious insights.

•• Invite informed Invite informed expertexpert ostomy clients and ostomy clients and 
ETs to share  pouch design input.ETs to share  pouch design input.

•• Adhere to prima facie arguments whenever Adhere to prima facie arguments whenever 
product changes contemplated.product changes contemplated.
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Strategies for RedressStrategies for Redress--22

•• Put yourself into clients’ shoes [pouch Put yourself into clients’ shoes [pouch 
setting].setting].

•• Beware of the law of unintended Beware of the law of unintended 
consequences.consequences.

•• Restore / expand range of pouch sizes Restore / expand range of pouch sizes 
and shapes.and shapes.
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Statistical ‘guidance’Statistical ‘guidance’
•• Distribution of effluent outputs:Distribution of effluent outputs:

–– Curve shape resulting?Curve shape resulting?

–– range of needs = range of pouch choices.range of needs = range of pouch choices.

–– one size or shape does not fit all.one size or shape does not fit all.

•• Safer to err on the side of too large:Safer to err on the side of too large:
–– moments of excess output manageable.moments of excess output manageable.

–– larger pouch buys time between emptying.larger pouch buys time between emptying.

–– smaller pouch buys “bulging” anxiety.smaller pouch buys “bulging” anxiety.
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Dynamic vs. Static SettingsDynamic vs. Static Settings
•• Static volume measurements and Static volume measurements and 

opinions can be misleading and opinions can be misleading and 
useless when assessing real world useless when assessing real world 
experiences of pouch wearers.experiences of pouch wearers.

•• As the ostomy client ages selfAs the ostomy client ages self--care care 
and abilities become riskier.and abilities become riskier.

•• Data and research outcomes are most Data and research outcomes are most 
relevant given the model(s) chosen to relevant given the model(s) chosen to 
assess or test theories or beliefs.assess or test theories or beliefs.
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SummationSummation
•• Pouch designs, sizes and shapes must Pouch designs, sizes and shapes must 

accommodate different, variable and accommodate different, variable and 
changing stomal effluent patterns.changing stomal effluent patterns.

•• Uniformity of pouch design, size and Uniformity of pouch design, size and 
shape is flat out shortshape is flat out short--sighted and sighted and 
wrong.wrong.

•• Pouch similarity among competitors is Pouch similarity among competitors is 
converging into groupthink.converging into groupthink.
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Vergisz nichtVergisz nicht

•• If you do not serve the If you do not serve the 
customer well you invite just customer well you invite just 
recrimination.recrimination.
Fiduciary duty requires Fiduciary duty requires 
thoughtful, longthoughtful, long--term and term and 
flexible commitment.flexible commitment.
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